
DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN

This

That

These

Those

Such

The same



DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN

Example;

1. The climate of Mumbai is better than Pune. (Incorrect)

The climate of Mumbai is better than that of Pune. (Correct)



DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN

2. Two singular nouns connected with ‘and’, Use ‘this’ for the 

second one and ‘that’ for the first one. And for plural ‘these’ for 

the second one and ‘those’ for the first one.

Examples;

Virtue and vice offer themselves for your choice; this (vice) leads 

to misery, that (Virtue) leads to happiness.

Cows and horses are both useful animals; these (horses) carry us 

from one place to another and those (cows) give us milk.



DISTRIBUTIVE PRONOUN

Each – two or more than two

Either – only for two

Neither – only for two

Both - only for two (Only Positive Sentence)

None –for more than two

One –for more than two

Any - for more than two

All - for more than two



DISTRIBUTIVE PRONOUN

Each / Either / Neither + Singular Noun

Each / Either / Neither + of + the + Plural Noun

Examples;

Each boy will join your company.

Each of the boys will join your company.

We each tried our best to win the match.



RECIPROCAL PRONOUN

Each other – Only for two

One another – For more than two

Examples;

The two girls help each other.

We all love one another.



REFLEXIVE PRONOUN

I myself

We ourselves

You yourself/yourselves

They themselves

He himself

She herself

It itself

One oneself

Examples; She burnt herself.

He posted the letter himself.



REFLEXIVE PRONOUN

1. Enjoy, pride, absent, present, introduce, busy, avail, address, 

plume, hurt, cheat, prostrate, resign, apply, acquit, assert + R.P.

Example; 

He enjoyed himself in the party.

2. Don’t use R.P. with open, sell, wash, dress, undress, shave, feel, 

concentrate, hurry, keep, conceal, qualify, spread, rest, stay.

Examples;

He shaves himself on Sunday. (Remove himself)

My son always stays away from bad boys.



INDEFINITE PRONOUN

Everyone

Someone

No one

Anyone

Everybody

Somebody

Nobody

Anybody

Everything

Something

Nothing

Anything

Person
He
Him
His
Himself

Object

It

Its

Itself

Note:- Subject of the question 
tag for these pronouns is ‘they’

Some other Indefinite 
Pronouns are all, some, 
both, any, most, enough, 
few, many, none, little, 
one, other, others.



INDEFINITE PRONOUN

Examples; 

One must be attentive to one’s studies.

Somebody has stolen my wallet.

Few were hurt, many escaped.

Some are born great.

All are not born rich.



INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN

Who - Subject

Whom - Object

Whose - Owner

Which - Subject & Object / Choice

What - Subject & Object

Examples;

Whom has he invited?

Whose is that car?

Which of these pens do you like most?

What are you?



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Who - Person (Sub.), pet animal

Whom - Person (Obj.), pet animal

Whose - Living Object & pet animal 

Which - Animal & Thing (Sub. & Obj.)

That - Person, Animal & Thing (Sub. & Obj.)

Examples;

I met Anjali who was returning from her college.

Khushboo had a book which she bought from a shop.

The pen that my father gave writes well.



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Use of ‘who’ and ‘whom’

Examples;

I saw a boy who I think can achieve everything in his life.

This is the Lord Krishna whom I worship.



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Use of ‘That’

1. 1 person + 1 animal

The man and his dog who I saw yesterday have been kidnapped.

Ans. Use ‘that’ (who)

2. everyone, everybody, someone, somebody, no one, nobody, 

those, . = who/that

Everyone who/that has visited the Taj Mahal likes it.

3. everything, nothing, only, the only, any, not, none, no, much, 

little, the same, the few, etc.= that

My father has given me everything that he had.



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Use of ‘That’

4. Superlative Degree = that

My Chaudhary is the most laborious man that I know.

5. All for person = that/who

All who/that are interested to do this work can do it.

6. All for things = that

All that glitters is not gold.



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Use of ‘That’

7. It + Verb to be + thing or animal + that

It is milk that I have ordered.

7. It + Verb to be + Proper Noun + that/who

It is Rahul who/that behaves well.

8. Preposition + who/which

This is the student to whom I have taught English.



RELATIVE PRONOUN

Use of ‘That’

9. Interrogative Pronoun + that

Who is here that does not love his country.



EXERCISE



EXERCISE

1. He is one of those who would much rather sacrifice his life than 

turn disloyal to the country.

Ans. Use ‘their’ instead of ‘his’.



EXERCISE

2. The principal ordered the peon to let the boys and I go in.

Ans. Use ‘me’ instead of ‘I’.



EXERCISE

3. She is more garrulous than either of her three sisters.

Ans. Use ‘any’ instead of ‘either’ 



EXERCISE

4. He lent me some money on the condition that I should return the 

same before November.

Ans. Use ‘it’ instead of ‘the same’



EXERCISE

5. The were eight industrious workers and five lazy in the factory.

Ans. Use ‘lazy ones’ instead of ‘lazy’
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